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“Dad, we had better buy those plane tickets
pretty soon!” I put down my book and looked up
at my daughter, Lucia. It was early spring and
about the fourth or fifth time I had heard this
reminder in the last three months. You see,
Lucia had asked if the two of us could make a
trip to Scandinavia. Our family spent 18 months
in Scandinavia in 1999-2000. So you can see
why Lucia would have a drawing to return and
revisit some of her childhood… to see familiar
sights, hear the Finnish and Swedish
languages, and snack on some of their favorite
European foods! My 15-year old son, Nels,
decided to come along as well.
About that time, I noticed an
announcement in the timber framing
publication I receive from the Timber Framers
Guild. There was to be a timber framed bridge
built in Estonia starting in the middle of August.
St. Petersburg, Russia
They were requesting volunteers. “Now that
could be a lot of fun!” I said to myself.
But the first order of business was to get Lucia's is approval. After all, this was her gig. She
was fine with dad mixing a bit of a timber work with the vacation. From there it was a simple
matter to confirm the project dates and purchase airline tickets that would work for Lucia and
the timber bridge project. So Lucia, Nels and I departed for Scandinavia on August 7. The
traveling actually began for us with the planning, anticipation, and figuring out the itinerary. It
reminded me of how Lucia and Nels used to plan and talk about Christmas when they were
young. The best part of the whole trip was the time the three of us had together just traveling.
For me as a father, it was great to hear their comments, observe how they were maturing, and
get a big dose of positive interaction.
We spent some time in Sweden hooking up with old friends. We even made it up above the
Arctic Circle, to Kiruna, an iron mining town. Then it was time for Finland. Lucia and Nels were
both quite thrilled to board the cruise ferry over the Baltic Sea. They had done so numerous
times as children, which had always been adventurous and fun for them.
Upon arriving in Finland we split up. Lucia and Nels were to accompany friends traveling to
a camp event. I traveled by ferry to St. Petersburg, Russia with a friend. The announcements on
the boat were in Russian, English, Finnish, and Mandarin Chinese – there were a lot of Chinese
tourists. We enjoyed a sauna that evening followed by a sushi meal, and arrived the following
morning.
After breakfast on the boat, we went on a guided tour through the old port of St. Petersburg
.It is a pretty amazing city… not to mention huge! The St. Petersburg metro area has 9 million
people! It is very apparent that there has been an old, rich, and deep culture influencing the
layout and architecture of the city. In the old-town section of St. Petersburg, there were many
continued on Page 2
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Timber Framing...
g continued
low buildings and a wide river going through the
city. We were able to see old cathedrals,
museums, and buildings.
The most memorable was the Hermitage, a
world-famous museum in a former palace. It has
2000 windows, 2000 rooms, and is bigger than a
city block. We toured the inside for three solid
hours and never entered the same room twice.
The whole Scandinavian trip I was taking
notes about building styles, balance and
architecture, but my camera and artistic
database were particularly overloaded during
the Hermitage tour! Perhaps the biggest
learning nugget from the whole timber design
scavenger hunt is simply the increased
enthusiasm and data to produce versatile and
unique designs and solutions for my clients!
Arriving back in Finland the following
morning, I continued on to the city of Lahti. The
rest of the time in Finland was spent visiting with
old friends… A real whirlwind actually when you
try to cram a few visits into every day!
My son and I then took the ferry to
Estonia for the timber framing volunteer
project: the replacement of a 90' long
country bridge which had been washed out
by a flood. It was the first engineered wooden
bridge built in Estonia. We became acquainted
with other volunteers on the project: two
Americans; Will and Mark, along with three
Estonians; Kaldi, Marko, and Andres.
Nels and I were glad we could be there for
the raising day. The first step in the raising
process was standing the truss closest to the
river and to brace this behemoth so it wouldn't
fall and crush us! This ended up being a bit of a
challenge, because the most solid object around
was the truss which we were to straighten and
brace!
Working on the timber bridge project, I was
reminded of the many differences and
similarities I had experienced working in Finland
12 years ago.
One glaring difference is the use of the
metric system…
which is much
easier to use
except when
taking precise
measurements.
Differentiating

between 2 mm and 3 mm as well as 7 mm
and 8 mm is a pain because they both
compete for midpoint: the .25 and .75
position respectively.
Another difference was the blueprints.
Estonians must have the same teaching
philosophy as Finland, which is to say it is
better to teach from the bottom up rather
than from the top down. As an American, I
prefer getting the big picture first and then
adding the details. The bridge blueprints
gave all the details, but required some
studying to get the whole picture. The
advantage to their bottom-up approach is
that the details and finer points have a
better chance of being communicated.
Lucia and Nels aboard
Minor differences such as 220V
current for all electric tools, smaller
the cruise ferry
hammers, square nails, wimpy tape
measures, etc. really don't change the building process much. They range from
being a small nuisance to a neat novelty.
Another small difference which could be isolated to this project only was the lack
of camber to the bridge trusses. The two other Americans and I wondered why the
bridge trusses were perfectly straight. It seemed like they should have a small
upward curve. But the sagging which will result from no camber will only affect the
aesthetics and not the strength.
The similarities are much more abundant, just harder to notice. The love of
building lasting structures knows no borders! It was fun working as a team to
safely and efficiently address the logistics and erect the big lattice trusses. One of
the nice things about working on a physical project like this timber bridge is that the
scope of work and tasks are quite
obvious. It was easy to pair up in
teams to get a lot of work done with
limited verbal communication.
After the first truss was hoisted,
Nels and I paired up with Kaldi to
straighten, plumb and brace it
solidly into place. The rest of the
work left Nels out of the picture
because it was either too heavy or
too high. (He couldn't resist
climbing up on the top and looked at
me like, “Come on, Dad! “ when I
told him he had to get down.) But he
got to experience how working as a
team towards a common goal
builds a special bond.
The physics, engineering,
construction, communication, and
logistics all needed to be
Interior architecture, The Hermitage,
addressed and handled in similar
St. Petersburg, Russia
continued on Page 3
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ways. So it was nice to observe their
solutions and ways of getting things done.
The single-lane bridge consisted of
two massive lattice box trusses, one truss
per side, about 90' long by 16' tall, Xbracing top and bottom, floor cross beams,
heavy car decking, roof trusses, and flared
skirting which would also serve as a rail. It
was the first time I had seen a lattice truss
and could really appreciate the simplicity of
construction. They also had a neat solution
for lateral bracing which would still allow
cars to drive through. It consisted of short
knee braces at a sharp angle, with a
boatload of connectors at both ends of the
Bridge Building
knee braces. Any sway in the middle of the
Estonia
bridge would be transferred back to these
knee braces via X braces at the roof line.
It was also interesting to discuss how they planned to hoist the bridge into
place once the concrete was done. The raising was to assemble the bridge, not to
place it over the river, because the concrete abutments were incomplete. I need to
get in contact with them again and see what size crane was required and how the
rigging plan worked out.
We took lunch in shifts to minimize crane costs, and by the end of the day the
pieces were all in place ready for minor adjustments and bolting. Nels and I had to
leave the following day. As for the other American volunteers, Mark had to leave a
day or two after us and planned to stay in Europe an additional two weeks. Will was
disappointed that the concrete was so far behind schedule because he would have
liked to see the bridge hoisted into place. I look forward to e-mail updates and
pictures of the completed project!
Before leaving Estonia we toured the old town in the capitol city, Tallinn.
Very beautiful. Go there. The old churches and shops situated along the bent
cobblestone streets have an old-time feel that is hard to convey. Evening dining is a
crowded event during tourist season. All of
the old town is packed with diners,
experiencing what life could have been like in
Estonia 300+ years ago.
Estonia is a unique country. It
gained independence only 20 years ago.
Since then it has applied sound economic
principles and really has a fresh, commonsense feel to the culture.
Then, it was back on the ferry to
Helsinki where we joined Lucia and stayed
with an old friend. After a couple of days, we
again boarded the cruise ferry to travel to
Stockholm, where we would spend the last
weekend and then fly home.
Just like the previous ferry ride, I
found
a
place
to set up a portable gym on the
Medieval architecture
top
deck
of
the
ferry. A few people looked at
Tallinn, Estonia
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me funny, but you
can't beat
breaking a little
sweat with that
kind of scenery!
Lucia and Nels
were a bit
embarrassed for
my sake, but they
just haven't
figured out that
the world does not
Public humiliation
revolve around
on the Baltic Sea
them. When they
do figure it out,
they will realize that people are primarily
preoccupied with their own aspirations and
problems, and are not focused on them or their
Dad!
In visiting the four countries: Sweden,
Finland, Russia and Estonia, we traveled by
plane, boat, train and car. I never did really get
settled in a sleeping pattern during the entire three
weeks! Maybe the long days – dusk at 11 PM and
first light at 4 AM - had something to do with it. If
you ever travel to a faraway time zone, bring
earplugs and eyeshades.
I can't neglect to mention the spectacular
feeling coming home. Absence really does make
the heart grow fonder! And now, after working like
crazy for four weeks to catch up, when I reflect on
the benefits of our travels, I have to say it was
worth every penny. Not only did we get to see
friends and document many architectural styles,
but I was able to make up for lost time as a father!
For that opportunity I am very thankful.
And a special thanks to you, a fellow
timber enthusiast, for enriching my life with so
many shared experiences, projects and
opportunities.
Put your happiness on display with timber living!
Bert Sarkkinen
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Insulation Trends
The Smile Express

Happiness Is...

Is Using Fiberglass
Insulation a Mistake?
According to industry trends, fiberglass may indeed have been
toppled from its throne as the king of cost-effective insulation.
Savvy buyers are choosing varying types of insulation systems over
fiberglass for many reasons. Some point to vapor barriers, mold problems
and the elimination of ventilation. Others are swayed by heating and
cooling cost savings. And of course, a certain faction of people are
enthused about these new systems just because they are something
new.
The competing newcomers, in descending order are:
Cold Climate System: This insulation system has existed in cold
climates such as Canada and Scandinavia for years. The most important
consideration with a cold climate insulation system is that there needs to
be a thermal break (such as insulation board) on the exterior of the
building, followed by an airspace between the thermal break and the
exterior siding or roofing.

The Secret Is To Set Your Plans And
Goals At The Correct Level.
If you set the bar too low, you have no
challenge. You miss out entirely on the
FUN. If you set the bar too high, you will
find that your brain does not believe you…
You will lack motivation and face the pain
of stagnation and disappointment.
When you plan for your next timber frame
project, keep this in mind. Just like I tell
clients who have no need to inquire about
price, “The challenge is not about
money, but to capture your character
and personality with the design.” And
with this challenge as your guide, you will
invest a portion of yourself into the
planning and acquire something with
lasting beauty and value.

... a well-set goal.

The cold climate insulation system can be augmented further by using
advanced framing. The key concept with advanced framing is to use
fewer framing members to construct the exterior walls and avoid double
framing members as much as possible. Framing members are the weak
link in virtually all insulation systems. They provide a thermal transfer, and
an easy way for heat to escape.
Spray foam and advanced
framing with insulation board
installed beneath the siding will
give you an extremely high Rvalue/insulation value. This
system could bring you the
most value for your dollar,
especially as many custom
homes are more complicated
to build than traditional
designs. A more complicated
design is more expensive to
insulate with an SIP system.

Cold Climate System

No lead time is required, changes and remodeling are done using
conventional methods, and no special accommodations need to be
arranged for the plumbing and electrical work. Another advantage with
this system is that any remodels, repairs or rot issues which may come up
can be dealt with in a simple, straightforward fashion.
continued on Page 5
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SIPs (structural insulated panels): These are factory produced panels
using foam and OSB plywood. Think of a giant Oreo cookie. These twosided foam panels with OSB
plywood derive their strength from
the bond between the foam and
the two plywood layers. They
function just like an I-beam… a
very broad I-beam!
The easiest place to use these
panels is installment over a timber
frame roof system. Provided the
roof is not too complex, SIPs are at
their competitive best here. Unlike
walls, which have many window
Installing SIPs
and door cutouts, the roof will
typically have only a few openings.
Windows and doors ore often subject to last-minute revisions or jobsite
changes. It is also very convenient to simply install SIPs over the timber
frame instead of installing roof framing members.
SIPs also enjoy the benefit of reduced construction time and an extreme
reduction in framing members. Just remember to place your order well in
advance, because lead time can be somewhat substantial.
Open and Closed Cell Spray foam: The sealing properties of foam are
touted as the primary reason foam eliminates mold and is a superior wholehouse insulation. These two types
of foam vary greatly in cost and
effectiveness. Closed-cell spray
foam performs better, especially
for sealing or making a space
airtight. Some people have
chosen to use a combination of
cellulite or cotton with a thin layer
of the closed cell foam. This
combination gives you the airtight
benefit of closed cell foam without
the cost of filling the whole wall or
roof cavity.
Installing spray foam insulation
Open-cell foam is less expensive
and does a great job of insulating when the whole wall or roof cavity is filled.
And because foam allows no air movement, it eliminates the need for
ventilation.
A side benefit is the added shear strength gained when filling the stud
spaces with foam, especially with closed-cell spray foam which has been
put through stress tests. Engineering value charts exist for closed- cell
spray foam.

Cellulite and Cotton: These options are
applied with a spray apparatus similar to
spray foam. The shredded cotton or cellulite is
mixed with glues to adhere to the walls and
avoid settling. Cellulite and cotton are a better

Installing cellulite insulation
choice than fiberglass because they can dry
when they get wet and they will decompose if
thrown in the landfill. Another advantage
these have over foam is the lack of petroleum
ingredients, but they still contain glues and fire
retardants.
Straw bale system: I think of the straw bale
house as a neat, whimsical solution, provided
it is built in the right environment or climate.

Straw Bale System
The stucco and deep window wells go very
well with an exposed timber frame. They
complement each other.
I included this example to raise your
awareness,
because there
are many other
insulation
o p t i o n s
available to
you which are
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Insulation continued
I remember having to give up in angry tears
once. As an 11-year-old, I was trying to pound
20d hot dip galvanized nails into dry 2x4's. Try
as I might, after 90 minutes not a single nail
was driven home.
I wasn't quite so infuriated after asking dad for
nail driving tips. He explained that it wasn't so
much how I was pounding, but that a rough
slender nail will most likely bend when driven
into bone dry wood.

Special Offer
One bonus of a trip to Europe: that melt-inyour-mouth chocolate that Hershey’s just
can’t live up to! And now you have a chance
to share... but my supply is going fast!

I brought many 20-oz. bars home to share,
and my family and friends have enjoyed
them. I have managed to hoard a stash of
21 bars to be mailed to the first Arrow
Tips readers to respond...
until the supply is gone!

Go ahead and get your
chocolate coming!
Call 360-687-1868
or send an email to
bert@ArrowTimber.com
It may not be too late!
Just send me a quick email.
I’ll be glad to hear from you.
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not mainstream. You may be the sort of person who would be interested
in doing a bit of research. There are many other insulation options
available to you which are not mainstream. And some of these alternate
systems may fit your situation to a “T”.
Flash and batt system: If you're going to use fiberglass insulation, here
is the place to do so, in my opinion. The flash and bat system uses a thin
layer closed-cell foam to make
the exterior envelope airtight
and the fiberglass insulation
then provides the R-value.
This addresses the Achilles'
heel of fiberglass insulation,
which is its defenselessness
against moving air. If your
exterior walls are not sealed
properly - if they allow for air
movement - you will not get
good R-value from fiberglass
insulation.
In light of growing awareness
of energy conservation and
problems associated with poor
Flash and batt system
insulation systems, we
strongly encourage you to
research your options before choosing your type of insulation. Especially
as you are moving forward with the mindset of a timber enthusiast, you
are certainly someone who will want to make an informed choice.
To your motivation, momentum and success!
Bert Sarkkinen

P.S. Below is a link to David South's article on our website, giving a
thorough explanation of insulations values and trends. David B. South is
President and founder of Monolithic, Inc., headquartered in Italy, Texas.
iHis article explains the major flaw in the R-value ratings system .It is a bit
technical, but you will get a sound understanding of all the factors which
will influence how well your insulation system performs.

http://www.arrowtimber.com/articles/insulation-values-myth/
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Our Philosophy
People want things which reflect their personality.
People want an enjoyable process with a mutual exchange.
People want teamwork, transparency, and creative solutions.
I experience this over and over in the course of a year, not only
when clients view albums or 3-D models in my office, but especially so
immediately after the completion of their timber structure. Appreciative
head nods and slow smiles have almost become a trademark!
I fell in love with the timber framing craft in 2002 and I still feel just
as privileged and enthused. Many, many, personalized structures have
been created since then. In fact, my passion, artistry, and repertoire of
creative solutions have all grown dramatically… I sometimes wonder if
it is simply something to do with rising to challenges and building upon
success.
You probably agree that exposed beams provide geometric beauty
and resonate deep within our psyche… The style brings to mind
durability, longevity, safety, laughter, smiles, and home to many warm
feelings.

The question: What is the best way for you
to acquire your personalized timber living?
Not too much, not too little. Not too high, not too low. Just the right
mix of timber presence and style… How to find that sweet spot which
you can enjoy for years and pass on to your heirs. It's really about
enriching the lives of those around you and sharing your unique
personality and viewpoints with them.

The answer: Arrow Timber’s guaranteed pain-free
timber living acquisition process
I think the culture of mass-produced, one-size-fits-all merchandise
is a happiness drain for far too many people. It is better to have a
targeted life with purpose, than acquiring a lot of mediocre things for the
sake of having them. Too much waste, clutter and frustration, I say. It is
much better to emphasize and display your values with purposeful
choices. And if you can acquire those choices and avoid the taint of
painful experiences, consider yourself a winner! Which is why I
guarantee, not only the personalized artistry we create, but also the
process by which it is created!
Seek out and choose, therefore, things that will evoke head nods
and slow smiles. Things which resonate with your personality. Things
that do not grow old or boring the passage of time. You will not regret it.
To your goals, momentum, and success,
Bert Sarkkinen, Owner

Recommended Reading
from the Arrow Team
500 Bungalows by Doug Keister
This pint-size book packs a lot of punch! At
only 5”x6”, it features crisp, colorful exterior
photos of a
variety of
bungalowstyle homes.
Ideal for idea
gathering or
d r e a m
building!
Keep it on
your coffee table to start conversations and
spark creativity.
Grade: A
Good to Great by Jim Collins
This book explores how good organizations
are turned into ones that produce great,
sustained results. At the heart of the findings
about these
companies' stellar
successes is what
Collins calls the
Hedgehog Concept,
a product or service
that leads a company
to outshine all
w o r l d w i d e
competitors, that
drives a company's
economic engine and that a company is
passionate about. Many of Collins's
perspectives on running a business are
amazingly simple and commonsense. This
is one of those books that managers and
CEOs will be reading and rereading for
years to come.
Grade: A+

PO Box 37
Battle Ground, WA 98604

Timber Framing Volunteers
Estonia
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A Potent Dose of Deep Staying Power and Motivation!
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Pour yourself a cup of coffee and dig in!
Bert Sarkkinen
Owner

